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Please make sure to read John
Stewart's article "Inflation and
Liquidity Remain Key" below.

Approximately 157 million Americans are covered by employer-sponsored
health insurance. From 2010 to 2020, premiums increased much faster than
the rate of general inflation, although the increase has slowed somewhat in
recent years. Employers absorbed the largest share of the premium increases,
and the percentage paid by workers dropped over the period. However,
workers are paying additional costs in the form of higher deductibles and other
out-of-pocket expenses.

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation, 2020
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Inflation and Liquidity Remain Key
Talking about inflationary pressures has become fairly
routine at this point, but the October Consumer Price
Index (CPI) ran ahead of already lofty expectations.
The headline number clocked in at an annual rate in
excess of 6 percent; a new high for this cycle and the
highest reading in more than 30 years. It should be
noted that earlier this month the Federal Reserve Bank
did in fact make the announcement of the long-awaited
tapering of its bond-buying program. Acknowledging
that inflation has become somewhat more persistent
than originally expected, the U.S. central bank will
begin reducing its monthly Treasury and agency bond
purchases by $15 billion this month from the current
level of $120 billion per month. If all goes according to
plan, this would result in the elimination of the monthly
securities purchases by the middle of next year. Fed
Chair Jerome Powell stressed that the policy
committee will be very patient in moving forward with
hiking interest rates, and doesn’t see any increase in
the federal funds rate until late 2022 at the very
earliest.

Despite the Fed’s assertion that rates aren’t going
higher anytime soon, markets have already priced in at
least two rate hikes next year given the continued
acceleration in inflationary pressures. Market
participants obviously believe that the Fed is already
behind the curve, and will eventually be forced to play
catch up by raising rates faster than anticipated. The
hotter-than-expected inflation numbers reported last
week caused some volatility in the stock market, but
by the end of the week the S&P 500 index recovered
most of what had been lost and was trading back near
all-time highs. The resilience of the equity market has
surprised even the most ardent bulls, and goes to
show that stocks love to climb a wall of worry. The
combination of unprecedented amounts of liquidity
stemming from ultra-generous monetary and fiscal
policy during the past 18 months, along with few
investment alternatives to the stock market (low
interest rates), has created an environment in which
any pullbacks are short and swift.

Inflation, and the willingness to fight it, will determine
just how much liquidity will be available to continue to
keep stocks trading at valuations far in excess of
historical norms. Should inflation continue to
accelerate in the coming months, policy makers are
likely to have no choice but to do something about it.
That something involves tightening liquidity conditions
that have been so conducive to keeping markets
buoyant. For the time being, excess liquidity simply
pushes up the price of the largest and most popular
companies (Apple, Microsoft, Tesla, etc.) given that
they carry the largest weights in equity indexes like the
S&P 500. Should liquidity begin to evaporate, it is
likely that the most widely held issues could be the
most vulnerable. Investors should ensure they are
properly diversified among styles, sectors, factors, and
regions as a way to play defense against the potential
for an unwinding of the most crowded trades.
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Year-End 2021 Tax Tips
Here are some things to consider as you weigh
potential tax moves before the end of the year.

Defer Income to Next Year
Consider opportunities to defer income to 2022,
particularly if you think you may be in a lower tax
bracket then. For example, you may be able to defer a
year-end bonus or delay the collection of business
debts, rents, and payments for services in order to
postpone payment of tax on the income until next year.

Accelerate Deductions
Look for opportunities to accelerate deductions into the
current tax year. If you itemize deductions, making
payments for deductible expenses such as medical
expenses, qualifying interest, and state taxes before
the end of the year (instead of paying them in early
2022) could make a difference on your 2021 return.

Make Deductible Charitable Contributions
If you itemize deductions on your federal income tax
return, you can generally deduct charitable
contributions, but the deduction is limited to 60%, 30%,
or 20% of your adjusted gross income (AGI),
depending on the type of property you give and the
type of organization to which you contribute. (Excess
amounts can be carried over for up to five years.) For
2021 charitable gifts, the normal rules have been
enhanced: The limit is increased to 100% of AGI for
direct cash gifts to public charities. And even if you
don't itemize deductions, you can receive a $300
charitable deduction ($600 for joint returns) for direct
cash gifts to public charities (in addition to the
standard deduction).

Bump Up Withholding
If it looks as though you're going to owe federal
income tax for the year, consider increasing your
withholding on Form W-4 for the remainder of the year
to cover the shortfall. The biggest advantage in doing
so is that withholding is considered as having been
paid evenly throughout the year instead of when the
dollars are actually taken from your paycheck.

More to Consider
Here are some other things to consider as part of your year-end tax review.

Increase Retirement Savings
Deductible contributions to a traditional IRA and
pre-tax contributions to an employer-sponsored
retirement plan such as a 401(k) can help reduce your
2021 taxable income. If you haven't already
contributed up to the maximum amount allowed,
consider doing so. For 2021, you can contribute up to
$19,500 to a 401(k) plan ($26,000 if you're age 50 or
older) and up to $6,000 to traditional and Roth IRAs
combined ($7,000 if you're age 50 or older). The
window to make 2021 contributions to an employer
plan generally closes at the end of the year, while you
have until April 15, 2022, to make 2021 IRA
contributions. (Roth contributions are not deductible,
but qualified Roth distributions are not taxable.)

RMDs Are Back in 2021
While required minimum distributions (RMDs) were
waived for 2020, they are back for 2021. If you are age
72 or older, you generally must take RMDs from
traditional IRAs and employer-sponsored retirement
plans (an exception may apply if you're still working for
the employer sponsoring the plan). Take any
distributions by the date required — the end of the year
for most individuals. The penalty for failing to do so is
substantial: 50% of any amount that you failed to
distribute as required. After the death of the IRA owner
or plan participant, distributions are also generally
required by beneficiaries (either annually or under the
10-year rule; there are special rules for spouses).

Weigh Year-End Investment Moves
Though you shouldn't let tax considerations drive your
investment decisions, it's worth considering the tax
implications of any year-end investment moves. For
example, if you have realized net capital gains from
selling securities at a profit, you might avoid being
taxed on some or all of those gains by selling losing
positions. Any losses above the amount of your gains
can be used to offset up to $3,000 of ordinary income
($1,500 if your filing status is married filing separately)
or carried forward to reduce your taxes in future years.
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Smarter Spending on Deep-Discount Days

Prepared by Broadridge Investor Communication Solutions, Inc. Copyright 2021

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

Broadridge Investor Communication Solutions, Inc. does not provide investment, tax, legal, or retirement advice or recommendations. The
information presented here is not specific to any individual's personal circumstances.

To the extent that this material concerns tax matters, it is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law. Each taxpayer should seek independent advice from a tax professional based
on his or her individual circumstances.

These materials are provided for general information and educational purposes based upon publicly available information from sources
believed to be reliable — we cannot assure the accuracy or completeness of these materials. The information in these materials may
change at any time and without notice.

Unless you complete your holiday shopping before
Halloween, you might be enticed by Black Friday and
Cyber Monday deals. These tips may help you save
time and money.

Create a budget. Before you start shopping, establish
an overall budget. Make a list of gifts you will need to
buy and decide exactly how much you can afford to
spend on each person.

Beat the crowds. If you shop early in the season,
items are more likely to be in stock and you may face
fewer shipping delays. Sales often start well before
Black Friday, so keep an eye out for special
promotions at least a week or two ahead. Signing up
for online or social media deal alerts can help.

Research pricing. Knowing whether a deal is truly
good can be tricky, but many websites and phone
apps are available that can help you compare items
and prices as you shop.

Set up accounts. To complete purchases quickly,
consider saving your information and shipping
addresses on trusted online accounts with your
favorite retailers. Make it a habit to search for
promotional and coupon codes that you can use at
checkout. Review shipping costs, too, to avoid paying
more than you expect.

Track purchases. To help you stick with your budget,
keep track of what you spend. If you're shopping with

credit, try using one card for everything so you can
quickly review your spending. A rewards card may
give you cash back, points, or miles that you can
redeem in the future, but watch out for high interest
rates if you can't pay off the balance in full.

Use cash. Consider using a debit card or cash for
in-store purchases. Carrying only a predetermined
amount of money in your wallet may help you avoid
overspending.

Pay attention to the fine print. Retailers may have
special policies in place for the holiday season.
Knowing the time limits for exchanges or returns is
especially important when you're shopping early. Ask
for gift receipts and keep your own copies.

Watch out for exclusions. Promotional prices might
be limited to certain items and may expire quickly, so
understand the details.

Look for price guarantees. If you buy an item that
later goes on sale, some retailers will refund the
difference within certain time limits. Retailers may also
match a competitor's price on an identical item (you
may need to provide proof of the purchase).
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